
Year 6: Computing and Online Safety 

CRC Article 29: All children have the right to be the best that they can be.  
CRC Article 19: All children have the right to be safe. 

Multimedia 

Mrs. Boulton has asked you to create an advert for our school because you are the experts! 

To do this, you will be exploring various aspects of film-making! You will need to choose and use appropriate 
software to collate a script, research for extra information and make/edit your very own film. You will then be  
using video editing software, known as Windows Movie Maker, to piece the parts of your film together before you 
evaluate your final masterpiece! 

 

Health and Wellbeing 

People of all ages enjoy video/online games, but there are some games out there that are for adults only! Symbols 
are used on the game box to show you the age that you should be to be able to play that game. These symbols are 
called age ratings and they’re often found on films, DVDs and blu-rays too! They help us to know when we may see 
something violent, scary or something that makes us feel uncomfortable. There are also symbols which indicate what 
type of things will be in the game. It is important that we pay attention to these so that we feel safe at all times!  

Vocabulary 

advert A poster or trailer that promotes a product, 
service or establishment.  

age ratings A symbol that confirms that it contains  
content suitable for a certain age group.  

clip A short sequence taken from a film, television 
programme or broadcast.  

discrimination Treating someone unfairly.  

evaluate To analyse for strengths and weaknesses.  

film A set of moving images, recorded by a camera.  

film-making The direction or production of films.  

multimedia Using more than one form of expression or 
communication, e.g., photos and videos.  

photos An image taken by a camera.  

shuffle To rearrange or move things around.  

software The programs and other operating information 
used by a computer.  

soundtrack A recording of the musical accompaniment of a 
film.  

symbols An image, or emblem, that represents an  
object, function or process.  

trailer A film or broadcast, used for advance  
publicity. 

transitions The period of changing from one clip or slide 
to the other.  

uncomfortable The feeling of uneasiness, discomfort and/or 
awkwardness.  

videos The recording, reproducing or broadcasting of 
moving visual images.  

Windows Movie 
Maker 

An efficient editing app used to create, edit 
and publish videos/films.  

From left to right, these symbols mean: 
swearing or bad language; discrimination; 
scary; teaches us how to gamble; nudity/
sexual behaviour; to be played online with 
other people; violent scenes; includes drug 
use.  

How to create a fabulous film: 

1. Plan your trailer - remember to show off all of the 
best parts of our school! 

2. Take a variety of photos and videos around the school.  

3. Open Windows Movie Maker. 

4. Click ‘Add videos and photos’.  

5. Select the photos and videos that you would like to 
use.  

6. Add titles, transitions and soundtracks to your clips. 

7. Shuffle your clips around and edit for  
improvements.  

8. Preview your creation. Save the video.  


